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FS700P series “LaRgo” 
Equipped with a right and left independent differential 

feed adjustment mechanism 

January 11. 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PEGASUS SEWING MACHINE MFG. CO., LTD. (Headquarters: Fukushima-ku, Osaka, 

President: Shigemi Mima) will begin releasing “LaRgo,” the FS700P series equipped with a 

right and left independent differential feed adjustment mechanism, hereinafter called “LaRgo 

(pronunciation: /láːrgou/),” simultaneously to the world market on January 11, 2018. 

 

The new product, LaRgo is most suitable for sewing functional fabrics, employed for sportswear 

and similar garments. The focus on sportswear with designs employing mesh fabrics with excellent 

breathability and stretchable fabrics with excellent stretchability has increased markedly in recent 

years. However, these designs require highly skilled operators when sewing these fabrics with 

different features. In order to solve these problems, PEGASUS has developed the LaRgo, 

equipped with the world’s first, right and left independent differential feed adjustment mechanism. 

Thanks to these excellent features, this flatseamer consistently produces beautifully finished 

products regardless of the skill of the operator. 

 

 

 The outline of this new product is as follows. 

 

【NEW PRODUCT】 
 

Releasing “LaRgo,” the FS700P series  
 

Equipped with a right and left independent differential feed adjustment mechanism 

4-needle flat seamer with “Oil Barrier” effectiveness 
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■ Product outline 

“LaRgo,” the FS700P series equipped with a right and left independent differential feed 
adjustment mechanism (pronunciation: /láːrgou/) 
Oil Barrier type, 4-needle, feed-off-the-arm, interlock stitch machine for flatseaming 
(To prevent right or left misalignment of the fabric) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Smoothly advancing with you. 

 

 
 

 

No matter what the circumstances,  no matter the operator.  

Needle and threads advance smoothly at the sewer’s own pace.  

St itching is straight and beautiful  without worry.  
 

This precise and soothing rhythm wil l  

accurately guide those that fol low. 
 

LaRgo, with needle and thread, seams smoothly,  drawing on long cult ivated 

technical ski l ls and the daily genesis of imagination.  

We move forward into the future together.  
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■ Main features 

＊The LaRgo can perform sewing easily and beautifully. 

・ The LaRgo easily and beautifully performs seaming on 

functional fabrics that have varying degrees of stretchability, 

such as mesh fabrics and stretchable fabrics that are 

employed for sportswear and similar garments. The operator 

does not require any special skills, such as the ability to 

perform sewing the fabric while stretching it properly. This 

flatseamer can maintain consistent quality on the finished 

products, regardless of the skill of the operator. Accordingly, 

the loss of defective products is decreased and productivity is 

increased. 

 

＊ The LaRgo stands out by featuring a “right and left 

independent” differential feed adjustment mechanism. 

・ A standard feed mechanism feeds the same amount of the 

fabric consistently. The LaRgo has a differential feed ratio 

adjustment lever on the right and left sides independently, 

which means that the LaRgo can adjust the differential feed 

ratio separately for the right and left hand sides. Thanks to this 

feature, the proper feeding amount can be set and you will be 

able to sew up the fabric as you like. 
 

＊Why do we call the LaRgo? 

・ The letters L and R on the LaRgo come from the initial letters of 

“Left and Right” included in the description of the world’s first 

left and right independent differential feed adjustment 

mechanism. In addition, the name “LaRgo” can be associated 

with a term in musical terminology that means “to play with the 

sound flowing.” 

 

Please refer to our product catalog for more information. 
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■ Release date 

January 11, 2018 (on the world market) 

 

 

 

 

For more information, see the special site (see below). 

The LaRgo special site: https://www.pegasus.co.jp/en/largo/ 
 
* Please note that the features and/or specifications described above are subject to change without notice due to improvements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

[ Inquiries ] 
Releasing information: General Affairs Department, Administrative Division 
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Products information:  Sales Department, C.S. Division 
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